Palestine Fight Song

Give a cheer, give a call,
For the boys who tote the ball,
For those Wildcats of old PHS.
They are strong, they are stout,
Come on Everybody Shout,
For those Wildcats of old PHS.
For its Hi, Hi, He, and we're off to victory,
Shout out your colors loud and strong,
Maroon and White!
For where 'ere you go, You will always know
That those Wildcats keep fighting along.
Keep on fighting!
That those Wildcats keep fighting along.

Palestine School Song

Our Palestine, to love and cherish,
ever loyal be. Maroon and White our colors
we will always honor thee!
For friendships made in every grade,
thy memory will never fade!
Our pledge to thee, our Alma Mater:
Loyal we will ever be.